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Glow is the brand of Kirti Polymers , a leading company in the production of
Pvc edgeband  & Pvc Profile. The Idea of Glow Edgeband stems from a desire
to product Pvc edgeband with outstanding quality and elegance, making
them furnishing for all Furniture and kitchen manufacturer.
 
Kirti polymers was setup in 1999 in Shapar outskirts of Rajkot. A
Manufacturing City in the Gujarat state of India.The Founder with his two
sons,who from outset successed in combining innovation with product
Quality.The company is firmly rooted in the local area and its historic values 
of Manufacturing. While Glow Edgeband concentrates on delivering High-
quality Pvc edgeband and Pvc Profile,it also strives to cater for a multiplicity
of tastes.

THE BRAND



Solid
Wooden
Metallic

Matt
High Gloss
Sparkle

TYPES OF EDGEBAND
Edgebanding can be major classified into below domains.
 
ACCORDING TO COLOR

 
ACCORDING TO FINISH

 

 

                                                                             material used to seal the exposed and raw edges of the plywood. Pvc edge
banding is most popular when using Pressure Laminated  and Melamine Cabinets and Plywood.Traditional edge
banding was a manual process requiring ordinary carpentry tools and materials. In modern applications,
particularly for high-volume, repetitive manufacturing steps such as cabinet doors, edge banding is applied to
the substrate by an automated process using a hot-melt adhesive.Traditional edge banding was a manual
process requiring ordinary carpentry tools and materials. In modern applications, particularly for high-volume,
repetitive manufacturing steps such as cabinet doors, edge banding is applied to the substrate by an automated
process using a hot-melt adhesive.



Surface Test
Printing Quality.
The sharpness of design.
The smoothness of color.
The smoothness of surface.

Consistency in throughout thickness 
Consistency in throughout width.
Scratch Test.
Solvent Test.
Adhesion Test.
Bonding Test.
Trim line Test.

Quality Check
Quality is more than just production.
Quality is never a coincidence, It is the result 
of an intelligent work. 
 

 

 

Width - 22mm, 25mm, 30mm, 45mm
Thickness - 0.45mm, 0.80mm, 1.3mm, 2mm
Lenght - From 50 to 200 meter.

Sizes
With Glow Edgeband you got array of sizes to
suite all furniture needs. At Glow Edgeband customized
size and length can be produce on demand.
 
 

Standard Sizes

 

 

Color Matching Check

Width and Thickness Check

Design / Texture Test



SOLID COLOR EDGEBAND

Solid color edge bandings have clear and bright colors,
and strong weather resistance, it shows rich color after
trimming, brings a unity effect. The common solid colors
are white, red, yellow, blue, green and gray, other colors
can be modified as per customer's requirements.

HIGH GLOSS EDGEBAND

pvc woodgrain is colored and printed with all kind of
woodgrain pattern, the products have high simulated
woodgrain effect, it features Strong adhesion, durable
and long lasting,color won't fade and do not turn white
after trimming. And we can do all kind of woodgrain
color matching according to customer's request.

WOOD GRAIN EDGEBAND

PVC high gloss edge bandings are finished by coating a
layer of high gloss ink, the products surface reflects a
mirror effect, rich in color, and high gloss effect, the
glossiness is over 70%.  Mid gloss, matt or super matt can
also be customized according to customers̀ demand.



Five Reason For Choosing Glow Edgeband. 

facebook.com/glowedgeband

instagram.com/glow_edgeband

linkedin.com/company/glowedgeband

Contact Us

Kirit Polymers,
Plot No 4,
Captain Gate,
Shapar(Veraval)-360024,
Dist : Rajkot (Gujarat).

 www.glowedgeband.com
info@glowedgeband.com


